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Winter and End of 2017
This year has been a good year for A.P.P.L.E. and the Apple II

Then, there was the new 8MB card for the Apple IIe from

community.

Plamen Vaysilov and right behind that, the new Apple IIe

The amount of innovation in the world today

driving more and more new hardware is just amazing.

accelerator boards from A2Heaven.com.

Through the luck of being a mere 37 miles down the road, I

alone turned the Apple IIe into a completely viable machine

was able to enjoy the early beta versions of John Morris’

for even the most CPU intensive of programs.

These two cards

AppleSauce board which makes the arduous task of disk
imaging into nothing more than an afternoon in the oﬃce.

From what I understand from my sources, there is more

The drive to his house and the following hospitality and

good stuﬀ besides the wonderfully thought through Mega-

geeking-out made it even more worthwhile.

Audio coming down the pipelines which might even make
the proverbial Apple IIGS laptop project re-appear and

The result – 80 floppies, totally and accurately imaged in a

actually not cost an arm and a leg for the hardware.

matter of an hour and that included the entire flipping and
changing disks.

Most disks imaged in as little as 11

And then there were our own in-house oﬀerings – three new

seconds, complete with the entire raw image of the floppy

books released in time for KansasFest.

Brian Wiser and

disk as the original author had written it. No more inserting

Robert Clardy spent the first half of 2017 working on

and waiting 2.5 minutes for ordinary floppies.

CyberJack: The Adventures of Robert Clardy and Synergistic
Software, culminating in an autobiography that not only the

If you weren’t able to attend this years version of

author was involved in but his entire family got their bits and

KansasFest, well there was plenty of other geeking out

pieces into.

around the globe.

OzKfest, WOzFest, and of course the

Apple II Festival France, each oﬀering their own special flair

Then there was Synergistic Software: The Early Games

for presentation of the Apple II and new oﬀerings for it.

which Bill and Brian swore to have released last year but
then time seems to be a real downer when it comes to

Then there was our own homegrown Apple II BBQ which

actually having enough to get it done. And finally a project

drew a number of folks out of the woodwork and back

that has always been very important to Bill – GBBS Pro. Bill

across the water in Washington state.

It was a good time

and Brian, collaborating with original programmers, released

had by all with plenty of brats, burgers, and beer. And, of

a significantly updated and beautiful manual for the new 2.2

course, it would not have been complete without the

version that is still being fine-tuned pending public release.

Macintosh Classic running and Apple II card and Michael
Packard’s new game, Alien Downpour.

An entire day of

geeking out with veterans of the Apple II world.

Some interesting additions to the library will be coming with
Brian creating eBook versions of some of our books, as well
2

as the A.P.P.L.E. 40th Anniversary versions of All About

in preparation for the release of some newer projects which

Applesoft, All About Pascal, and All About DOS. All of these

not only require more speed but also more storage space

books will be available once again – in paperback and

and bandwidth.

hardback, and listed at callapple.org/books.

decrease always increasing costs. Being as this is the first

The second is cost and the necessity to

server upgrade in a few years, there may be a few hiccups
Another wonderful find is the very first issue of The APDA

along the way.

Log published by A.P.P.L.E. This newsletter harkens back to

copied and backed up but the main core of the libraries will

the early days of the group form by D.R. Williams who

take up to several weeks to copy between the two servers.

We now have all of the base system files

created the APDA group as a means to help get Apple
programming information into the hands of Apple II

We also added a 40TB NAS in-house this month in order to

programmers.

The author who contacted us about the

continue providing our members with the kind of software

newsletter will make scans of it available as soon as his own

and libraries they have come to expect from us. This box

relocation is completed.

will serve as the main library repository for the group and will
continue to house the entire 40 year archives of Call-

And of course, with the 40th Anniversary of A.P.P.L.E. fast

A.P.P.L.E. for the next several years.

approaching, eﬀorts continue in the systems side of the
house as well.

As the A.P.P.L.E. user group reaches 40 years from our 1978
birth, I find myself waxing nostalgic for the long lost days of

On the MECC.co front, we now have over 200 manuals

48K of memory and where a floppy disk could hold all the

scanned and are in the process of preparing the final blast of

programs I could produce in a school quarter.

manual scans.

Some of the upgrades we are preparing to

am not even sure that it would hold one weeks worth of

make will insure that these get into the public arena faster

items I work on but then again, we still have those floppies

and in a format much more usable than just dead archives in

and continue to create programs that the world still wants.

PDF format.

Much fun for all if you ask me.

Nowadays, I

On January 1, 2017, A.P.P.L.E. will be switching to a new
server. The reasons for the switch are two-fold. The first is
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The Woz Factor

Stories of the Woz and the exploits that
made Steve Wozniak one of the most
recognized people on the planet.
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By Bill Martens and Steve Wozniak

of the machine. In spite of their luck and success with the
Apple-1 computer, with approximately 200 units of the

For many years, there has been one thing that has been

$666.66 board selling, Wozniak continues improving his

constant. Apple Computer, Inc. or as it is known today,

image of the the computer eventually producing the Apple II

Apple, Inc., would not have existed were it not for one guy

computer in December of 1977.

who was a literal self-made genius and the other who as it
has been expressed, could sell your mother the Brooklyn

The fledgling Apple Computer, Inc, which incorporated on

Bridge. Yes, we are talking about the two Steves – Jobs and

April 1, 1976, really became a force once the Apple II began

Wozniak. In 2013, I began researching the possibility of

to sell with units shipping all over the West Coast. 1978

writing a book about the one that never seemed to get

was a banner year and as the birth of User Groups was

enough credit for what Apple has become today. For the

occurring, Computerland and other computer retailers

past four years I have been slowly and methodically putting

around the country began to carry units of the Apple II and

together things that Steve Wozniak said to various groups,

sell them immediately.

magazines and even in forum-type question and answer
sessions.

What became the de-facto product for the next 16 years for
Apple Computer, Inc. also made Steve Wozniak a star of

The resulting material is thus far a 200 plus page book which

mega-proportions. It also led to a ton of material written

I continue to work on but I figured I would share some of the

about him – but alas, we always preferred to hear it from his

early results here. Many people over the years have formed

own mouth. And now, I will turn it over to our favorite

their own opinions of what the two founders meant to Apple

computer engineer, Steve Wozniak – in his words:

but then there was the reality that only those closest to the
men could really tell the story of. Having met and chatted
with Steve Wozniak on several occasions gave me an
appreciation for the kind of person he is. Always gracious
with his time, he has encouraged innovation in line with what
he pursued in those early days prior to Apple. An odd
aﬃnity for the sublime, he relishes sharing the smallest of
things with his audience, not overwhelming them with things
that are of the engineering world.
This has been shown time and time again in the interviews
he has given and in the projects he has personally
undertaken. With his eyes always turned towards education
and the success of future generations, he pursues projects
both in safety of the young people as well as those that
educate the kids, turning them into the wide-eyed scientists

My Early Influences
I’m going to cover a topic I’ve never talked about before –
how Apple got started. My own perspective … it’s an easy
story. I was pretty much self-taught in computers.
Fortunately, my electronics teacher knew enough to get me
out of school, because I would play pranks out of boredom.
Even though our school didn’t have computers, I was able to
encounter them a little bit. I went oﬀ to my first year of
college, and, you know, you grow up with electronics when
you grow up in Silicon Valley, and your parents are
engineers. Other kids’ parents are engineers and they run
their house-to-house intercoms through other people’s lawns
– not knowing anything about trespassing rules.

of tomorrow. While the outside world adores and idolizes

TV Jammer

Wozniak, his former students from Los Gatos speak of a

Well, after class, we always looked around for fun things to

man who is both entertaining and passionate about the

do – electronics. It’s one of those things you can do a little

things that can be accomplished through the sciences and

bit of magic with. People don’t know where it comes from.

computers.

And so I built this little thing called a TV jammer. Any of you
know what a TV jammer is? Well, it’s a little, tiny one-

While those kids are now the current generation of

transistor circuit; you know, you dial this little capacitor

engineers, Wozniak has not ceased his pursuit of perfection

around and it jams a TV channel. It just jams it. Well, I took it

through his engineering, instead choosing to look for better

down, and I wanted to try it out on some of the students at

solutions even to old problems which most would consider

the University of Colorado. And I went to another dorm. I

solved or completed. In 1975, Wozniak introduced the

didn’t go to my dorm because they knew me too well. But, I

Apple-1 computer to the world and Steve Jobs being the

went to another dorm, and went down to the basement, and

penultimate salesman, proceeded to go out and make sales
6

20 kids are watching TV, and I sit in the back where it’s nice

this guy has his hand on the middle of the screen and he has

and dark, and I hold this thing in my hand with a battery in it.

his foot up in the air on a chair. So I let the TV go good – I let

Two minutes and the picture gets fuzzed up, you know. A

the TV go good. He moved his hand away and I made it go

friend of mine runs up to the TV – he’s seen all the pranks –

bad. They discovered the use of their body positions made it

he hits it. “Bam!” it works. A few minutes later, it goes bad

work. They discovered that if his hand was on the set and

again. He hits it. Every few minutes he’s got to hit it harder

his foot was in the air then it worked. He said that it was a

and harder, you know. And it works eventually. It’s an

grounding eﬀect. So for the next half an hour they watched

inanimate object gone bad. Well, it’s really shocking because

the last part of Mission Impossible with a hand in the middle

I’ve discovered that if you really experience it, it only takes

of the screen.

about a half an hour. Any college kids, anywhere in the
country – it doesn’t matter how peaceful they are. This is,
you know, Vietnam days. It doesn’t matter how anti-violence
they are. They will be throwing chairs on top of that TV set. A
TV set does not count like a person. They would be
pounding that thing. For weeks they had a guy stationed,
and if the set went bad it was his job to hit it and make it go
good. And every once in awhile he would have to hit it pretty
hard. Sometimes it wouldn’t go good and they would get up
there and start fiddling with the knobs, and it would go
perfect. They would pull their hand away – bad again.

“I bet I can hang up faster than you can!”
Joke told by Steve Wozniak to Alice Robertson when she
called Dial-A-Joke, before hanging up on her.
She called back and eventually became his first wife.

One of the things they learned is where your body is. I
should have taken a course in psychology, you know; but I
was just learning, I was just learning what you can put
people through, more or less.
One time they messed up the TV real bad and the repairman
came, and he said it was the antenna, the antenna was

A.P.P.L.E.

mixing channels. And that made sense – you know, a radio.
So the next time it went bad someone commented, “It’s the
antenna.” They held it up in the air – it went perfect … for a
few minutes. Another guy stands up higher and it’s good.
For awhile. And then he stands up on a chair to make it
good. And it goes bad again. He stands on his toes on the
chair and the TV works. He comes down on his heels and it
doesn’t work. I don’t know, it should have been rats in a
cage. It was a great opportunity.
Another time, man, there was a whole bunch of people up
there trying to fix this TV set, and all of a sudden I notice that

NowA.P.P.L.E.
we’re getting more serious. Down to the first computer
class I was going to take in school, the initial course. They
didn’t teach to undergraduates in those days, so it was a
graduate course, but it was just an introduction to the
program. The odd thing is that they had a new building, a
new engineering building. The class was rather large, so one
third of the class got to see the professor live every day, and
two-thirds of us got to see it on four TV monitors in another
room. They didn’t use perfect cable TV. It was on channel
three.
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Well, I built my TV jammer into a magic marker, well hidden for goodness sake. I came

Steve Wozniak
teaching a group of
junior high school
kids in Los Gatos,
California in 1993

into class, and I tune it in, and sure enough, it jams all four sets. Some are worse than
others. Then three TAs – this class is much smaller than even this group right here – but
three TAs stand up, and they’re looking at us, they’re looking us over, you know. And I’m
scared. I freeze. I know what they’re looking for. I’m not going to reach over to my magic
marker and flip a switch oﬀ, you know. I got really scared. How am I going to get this
thing oﬀ? It’s been over 10 minutes, 15 minutes. I’m thinking at the end of class I’ll just
walk out, and they won’t know who it is. About ten minutes before class is over there’s a
guy right under the set that is jammed the worst. He decides to leave early. He gathers
his books together and gets up to walk out. I couldn’t resist. I grabbed the magic marker
and made the TV kind of flutter, in and out, in and out, as he’s walking. He walks out the
door; the TV’s perfect. And I see a TA point. He says, “There he goes.” So you learn
something, you know … always frame someone else.

The Dial-A-Joke Days
It’s kind of neat to hear some of the stories that Dial-A-Joke brought up. It was the first
Dial-A-Joke in the San Francisco Bay area ever. Steve Jobs and I had been serious
phone freaks selling incredible blue boxes. I paid for calls to my family, friends, to my
relatives, to this and that – all the calls I would have normally made. But I got on and
started calling Japan and London, and I learned how to conference a line across the
satellite and go back and forth across the world – only for the sake of exploring the
system. That phantom world of the Cheshire cat – where does it end. And you try to find

8

The start of the WOZPAK:
Special Edition project in
Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan in
March 2013, with Woz holding
the original version and the
Woz Speaks DVD.

Bill Martens

Woz holding the
finished product at
KansasFest 2014
Brian Wiser

The WOZPAK: Special Edition was a project undertaken to restore the original WOZPAK – a collection of Steve Wozniak’s
original handwritten notes and printouts, which was the the first oﬃcial technical manual for the Apple II. The project began in
Tokyo Japan during a meeting between Steve and Bill Martens in 2013, culminating in an introduction of the new book by both
Steve and Brian Wiser at KansasFest 2014. 15 months of hardcore editing and patching by Brian and Bill resulted in a book
which continues to be available today.
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bugs that will maybe help the phone company. I discovered joke machines in other

The WOZ with his
summer students
doing the snake,
showing off their
new Apple laptops,
(around 1993)

cities!
Somehow, some of us are just that way – you just have to go out and do it, because it’s
a good idea. It doesn’t matter if it’s not the standard, or some rule or procedure in your
life. So I ran Dial-A-Joke, you know. It was a lot of fun.
My high school was a school named Presentation High. I can’t remember if that was a
new one, but I remember that was on my list, because what I would do is that I would
take live calls – I got so good at this that I would take live calls. And they wouldn’t
believe I was live. But I would always ask them , "Is there some quirky teacher or some
weird thing you could tell me – a funny story about your school?" And I had this huge
list, and I remember asking someone, “What school are you from?” and they would tell
me a school and I would say, “Oh, does Mr. Sarnson still wear those funny red pants?”
Then you would hear this “Yeah.” Then I would try to insult them. These were kids and
they would try to insult you back, you know. But I cheated and kept the “book of 2001
insults” open.
Well, oddly enough, one time, I went through a lot of phone numbers, because anyone
that had a slightly diﬀerent number – my machine was in Cupertino – you couldn’t use
your own machine in those days. I had the phone company’s machine. It rang –
“BBBBLLLBBB” – loud – 2000 times a day in my apartment – called the something 700
– it was a very heavy, heavy duty machine. And the phone company had to replace it
once a month. It wore out.
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Bill Martens
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Steve Wozniak
during his 1988
Boston Applefest
Keynote address

Bill Martens

Anyone who had a phone number a little diﬀerent from that
would get hundreds of calls a day. At the first time some lady
called me up and she was so upset, because her husband
worked nights or something and they couldn’t take all these
phone calls. Well, I kept switching the number around, and I
finally got a nice easy one to dial. I called up the phone
company and asked, “Can I have 255-5555?” They said they
couldn’t do that. I said, “Can I have 255-6666?” And they
checked and they said, “Okay, you can have it.” And I figured
that would solve my problem. Then one day these people
came over from the local, the largest ski shop in Northern
California – it’s called Any Mountain. Their number was one
digit diﬀerent. They said that they were afraid to answer their
own phone any more.
The Polish-American Congress Incorporated, one of the major
cultural groups for Polish people in this country – they found
out who I was and their lawyer sent me letters threatening me
with law suits if I kept telling Polish jokes.
I thought, “Well, what do you mean?”, you know. So I called
them up and told them, “I’m just doing this just for fun, for

12

Bill Martens

Bill Martens
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humor, you know. Laughter is worth more.” But oh no – they

Okay, okay, peace mode. I’m not upset. I just hooked up my

weren’t going to listen to me. They sent me another letter.

only answering machine that worked. I called the phone
company and said, “My answering machine is broken.

Well, I talked to a bunch of my callers, “What do you think of

Please send the guy out after five, tomorrow. Thanks.” I put

this? They’re going to sue Dial-A-Joke. Why don’t you call

my only message on – I said, “Hey, for any of you who want

them up and tell them what they are full of.”

Dial-A-Joke, the machine broke down and the phone
company hasn’t fixed it. If you want Dial-A-Joke back, dial

The next letter from their lawyer accuses me of making

611… and have your friends call too.”

obscene, malicious phone calls. I thought these kids would
be smart enough to just call them up and say, “Hey, let him

So the next day, I was busy all day with meetings at work. I

tell Polish jokes.” Well, finally, it turned out that they didn’t

came home, just a little before five, and took my illegal

have any principles, their only word was that Polish jokes

machine oﬀ the wall. I called 611… just to see – sample

were bad. Well, I said, “What if I told Italian jokes.” They said,

things. I said, “I have a complaint.” They said, “I know, Dial-

“Fine”. So I switched to Italian jokes. And oddly enough, it

A-Joke.” I said, “How did you know?” They said, “Every

really struck me, a month later they actually sued a TV

other call today has been for Dial-A-Joke.” Five o’clock on

personality, Steve Allen. And it went all the way to the

the nose the repairman shows up – with his supervisor. I let

Supreme Court, and it finally lost, so I went back to Polish

the repairman fix the phone, and I let the supervisor stand

jokes. That was about 1974. Well, in 1984 I received their

out in the rain, and I gave him a little book to read called, I’m

highest award of the year from the same group, called the

Sorry, The Monopoly You Dialed Is Not In Service.

“Heritage Award”, and they don’t know it’s the same person.
As to whether the book is still in print or not, It might be. It
Dial-A-Joke-it was great. One time I did this April Fools joke.

was a real book. It really was. The funny thing is that I don’t

I would say, “And for a real good joke, dial 968-1999.” It’s a

make these jokes up. These are not jokes.

number that always answers and keeps ringing. It’s a
recording of a ring. Or it’s a busy signal. And I would talk to

Now, I’m going to take a little diversion. So I’m going to

the people a week later and they would say, “Well, I’ve been

make a joke:

calling that thing for a week.” And I would say, “Well, you’ve
got to try real hard.”

Alan Kay died and went to heaven. And, boy, they were
looking over this list of how he did down on earth, you know.

Another time the machine broke down. I called the phone

And they said, “Well, it’s not too good of a record, but, well,

company and asked them to come fix my machine. I said,

we’ll let you in. But for a couple of weeks you’ve got to take

“Send the guy after five, because that is when I get home

the claim for this really, really awful looking woman. You

from work. I work at Hewlett-Packard in calculator design.”

know, you’ve got to help her out. You’ve got to get her
anything she needs. You’ve got to be, you know, you’ve got

Well, I came home at five and there’s a note on the door from

to atone for your sins.”

the guy and he says he was there at two.
He said, “Sure, I’ll atone, you know. I’ll do it.” And he’s
So I called the phone company up again. “Make sure he gets

walking around and he sees John Sculley walking by – with

there after five because that is when I get home. I want to be

Bo Derek. He’s walking Bo Derek around! He thinks, “Hey,

there while he’s working on my phone.” So I get home and

this isn’t fair.”

there’s a note on the door – “I was here at four.” And I called
up the phone company and I was very, very upset, and I’m

He runs back to God, and he says, “I thought that in heaven

yelling, “Make sure he’s there after five the next time.” I go

everything was supposed to be fair.” God says, “Heaven is

home and there’s a note on the door – “I was there at three.”

fair … Bo has to atone, too.”
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Footnote: Over the past few years, we have seen Steve
Wozniak bouncing around the globe, speaking at a multitude
of venues, being a key note speaker at events such as
Comic Con Tokyo and others. Each time, he has been
gracious and generous with his time and energy and we here
at A.P.P.L.E. are thankful for the gifts he has given over the
years.
He has been on of the most friendly and honest with his
feelings people that we know and most of all we thank him
for being a good friend to our founder and mentor, Val
Golding in his darkest days.
There are a number of current and former A.P.P.L.E. staﬀ who
have been able to interact with Steve and benefit from his
involvement in our group over the years including:
Don Williams

Val Golding

Don Elman

Richard Hubert

Michael Thyng

Robert Clardy

Brian Wiser

Ron Aldrich

Bill Martens

Darrell Aldrich

The excerpt shown here in this magazine is just two chapters
of the book which is forthcoming in 2018. The Woz Life
(working title) will be a complete book of many of the things
Steve has said publicly over the years and tells the story of
Apple Computer, Inc. and his life.
We hope you enjoy this snippet into the window of his life
and look forward to bringing you the story in its entirety in
the coming months.
A.P.P.L.E. Staﬀ
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http://philipbouchard.com/
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The Best of 2017 for the Apple II

C. Cooper

by A.P.P.L.E. Staﬀ
2017 proved to be a banner year for new product introductions for the Apple II computer. We had several hardware
introductions and announcements which shook the Apple II community to the core.
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AppleSauce

2018 as the project comes to a close. According to John

Announced: May 2017

Morris, the latest version of the board is nearly release

Cost: TBD

candidate ready.

Fastchip //e
Introduced: Summer 2017
Cost: $150 for 512k Model, $170 for 1MB Model

This is the first real world acceleration card produced in the
past 30 years and it is definitely a winner. Javier Rivera has
been testing the product since its beta forms and has been

Brian Wiser

saying glowing things about it.

AppleSauce is a product produced by John Keoni Morris

The card which slides into any slot in the Apple IIe allows the

which allows users to garner true disk images of their floppy

machine to perform at user controllable speeds of up to

disks, by connecting an Apple II 5.25" drive directly to the

16.6Mhz or nearly 16 times the speed of the original

AppleSauce and its USB port to a modern Mac or PC and

machine. Plamen Vaysilov has been producing a number of

image disks with modern software. This is the first product

new products over the years but this one is the one the

of the disk imaging realm which actually performs disk

users have most wanted for a long time.

imaging properly, using the real disk controller inside the
Apple Disk II.

Plamen is also now apparently working on a model of the
Fastchip for the IIgs which could come out as soon as the

AppleSauce can image unprotected disks quickly, bypassing

new year.

bad blocks and other issues better than any other solution.
And, it features a new WOZ format that stores all of the flux
on the disk, preserving all copy protection.
Bill Martens tested a preliminary version of the product early
in the year and was highly impressed with its seamless
imaging process as well as its ability to self update the flash
ROM on the main board. Stay tuned for more on this one in
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2Soniq IIgs

The card itself is a co-processor type card which allows

Introduced: April 2017

speedup of mathematical functions on your computer.

Cost: $69

Designed primarily for the Apple IIgs, according to the
website, one user has reported that the card does work
perfectly in their IIe. It will not work in the Apple II or II Plus
and will not accelerate any other functions outside of those it
is designed to perform. The card will work in any slot in the
Apple IIgs and is fully buﬀered.

AP40 Bluetooth GamePad Controller
Introduced: January 2017
Cost: $380 HKD

Manilla Gear and Reactive Micro teamed up this year to
introduce the 2Soniq stereo card for the Apple IIgs. This
card features true 2-channel stereo sound and also the
ability to have it run slot-less and powered externally. The
only requirement is that the user have a set of powered
speakers to connect to the card.
This game controller was released by 8BitDo of Hong Kong
as a multi-platform game pad controller. Their Kickstarter

T2A2 Card
Introduced: February 2017
Cost: $55

early in the year was successful and included a variant of the
controller specifically for the Apple IIc.
Chris Torrence reviewed the controller hooking it to the IIe,
which was inspired by the Apple II rainbow logo, giving it an
absolute appeal to the Apple II fan. The GamePad and
receiver along with the bonus converter cable for the II, II
Plus made it a desirable item. The packaging was a big
bonus, the game pad was well-made and stable, making it
very usable for the Mac. However, the Apple II games that
were tried were a bit less than desirable in performance at
that time.
Apparently the controller itself is an all-or-nothing type
controller which is all on or all oﬀ, causing it to be erratic on
some Apple II games. This control pad also seems to have
been a Kickstarter-only item as it seems to no longer be

This card was one of the most talked about cards when it

available in their online store.

was first announced some six years ago. Finally in February
2017, Axel Muhr announced the availability of 20 units of the
card.
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Genius 2: Into the Toy Caves
The second rendition of Daniele Liverani’s Genius game is now available and freely downloadable.
Genius 2: Into the Toy Caves
Introduced: December 2017
This is the second in Daniele Liverani’s series of Genius
games. The game provides 80 new levels of play and is
once again a completely free game.
You are thrust into the role of Genius again, the toy collecting
genius drummer running through the mazes collecting keys
to open doors and then the toys behind them.

Of course it

is not very easy to accomplish one’s task when there a
healthy dose of enemies occupying a variety of spaces
around the maze. You have to avoid the enemies, collect
the keys, open the doors, and collect the toys. After
completing all 80 levels of the game, there is also a secret
level 81 which will make its way onto the screens of those
who are worthy. Good luck in your ventures!
Versions of the game have also been made available for
other computing platforms. To get the game, go to
Call-A.P.P.L.E.’s Genius 2 web page at:
http://bit.ly/2zWK9bA

www.AppleArchives.com
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Virtual II Updated to Version 8.0
The best Apple II emulator for Mac OS X is now 64-bit compliant!
• Rewrote the “movie making” feature to use the
AVFoundation framework. When running macOS 10.13 High
Sierra or later, the movie is written using the HEVC codec.
Older system use the H.264 codec.
• Clarified the section in the Help file on game controller
setup.
• Removed the option to select a folder where the ROM files
are located. This feature often caused confusion, and led to
some tricky problems. You can however still select a specific
ROM file for a virtual machine. If you don’t specify such a
file, the app will search for a matching ROM file in one of the
standard locations.
• The app now submits crashes or similar app issues to the
developer. These reports are fully anonymous, and help
improving the app. If you wish you can disable it in the
application preferences.

Virtual II, the Apple II emulator for Mac OS X created by
Gerard Putter, has been updated. This latest version of the
emulator, version 8.0, includes a bevy of updated features
including:
• A disk image file can now be double-clicked in the Finder
to start a virtual machine with that disk inserted.
• Added the feature to speak the text on the Apple II screen,
using the Mac voice synthesizer.
• Fixed an issue that could cause a new virtual machine
window to appear with a very small size.
• Fixed an issue that caused the Inspector’s disassembly to
show empty lines when scrolled.
• The 6502 absolute indexed addressing mode now
generates a “false read” on the address bus, just like the real

The app has also been updated to 64-bit, bringing it in line
with the current level of platforms available for Mac OS X .
The system requirements for this version have also been
changed and Virtual II now requires at least Mac OS X 10.11
or newer.
Gerard has also been working in coordination with John
Morris to support the new WOZ format disk images which
are the resulting images from the AppleSauce disk imaging
system. A new version with WOZ support is also being
released as soon as AppleSauce is publicly released.
If you need version 7.6, the last 32-bit version, or another
older version for Mac OS X 10.6 to 10.11, they are also
available on the Virtual II website.
If you have not purchased a copy of this emulator for the
Mac, it is available for $49.95 from the Virtual II website:
http://www.virtualii.com.

6502. This improves general compatibility.
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Essential Data Duplicator 4.9L
Newly-discovered documents reveal a new version and support into 1993

EDD 4 Plus Addendum:
Back in the 1990s, users who had duplication problems
could return their original cards to Utilico Microware for
modification. The mystery is what that modification was.
“…we can modify the card so that the accuracy of normal
disk drive operations increase; but unfortunately the
accuracy during the copying process will decrease from
normal PLUS card ability. Use this ONLY as a last resort.”
EDD 4 Manual Corrections:
“Apple computer’s specifications say that a disk drive is
suppose to run at exactly 300rpm. From our extensive
testing over the years, 300rpm is a bit on the fast side. A
slower drive gives less problems and errors during normal
operation, and backing up disks. 298.5rpm seems to be
about the best “all around” speed setting. For normal
operation, we recommend that the speed of a drive should
never exceed 300rpm, and 296.5rpm should be the
slowest.”
All of the information for EDD+ 4.9L is contained within three
documents, which I have scanned and linked as PDFs:
http://www.callapple.org/vintage-apple-computers/apple-ii/
essential-data-duplicator-4-9l

by Brian Wiser
I came across documentation for the popular Apple II copy
card Essential Data Duplicator 4 Plus that experts like
Anthony Martino at UltimateApple2, the creator of the “EDD
4 Plus” clone card, were not familiar with. Anthony asked
me to share that documentation with the community.
I'm astounded that Utilico Microware was still providing
support for this invaluable backup software as late as 1993.
This particular version of the EDD documentation has not
been seen in public before my post on the A.P.P.L.E. website.
Highlights from these documents:
EDD 4 Program Information List #4-13, February 1993:
This may be one of the last EDD program lists created. It
also mentions a version of EDD that doesn’t appear to have
been archived – was this the last revision? “EDD disk
revision 4.9L, January 1993 is the latest revision of EDD.”

for iOS – Just $1.99
www.structris.com
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A.P.P.L.E. In Depth Vol. 1:

All About Applesoft
Enhanced 40th Anniversary Edition

Coming Soon to the A.P.P.L.E. Book Store!
Complete with all programs available on FREE floppy disk Image
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The End of the Road
for CompuServe

By Bill Martens

CompuServe shuts down their
messaging service and thus ends the
realm of the BBS / Dialup Information
Distribution world

other items and apparently are trying to continue in some
form.

The long running messaging and forum service,
CompuServe is now on its last month of borrowed time.

CompuServe which has been around since the 1980’s has

With messaging and chat services no longer being viable

long been the target of both love and hate among computer

money makers and the forums pull dwindling, the longest

users. Hated for its extremely high cost and constant

running communications service in America is coming to a

changes to it service, it was one of the earliest services

close as of December 15, 2017. According to a posting on

which capitalized on the idea that all communications should

the forums, the service will continue to maintain email and

be central and that everyone should be able to communicate
with everyone else on the planet.
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While they were not the first to provide services such as
texting, instant messaging, group chat or any of the major
milestone type services heavily implemented in this day and
age, they were one of the major players in the information
distribution realm of the late 1980s and 1990s.
Then in 1998, the other huge messaging service, America
Online (AOL) purchased the company eventually bleeding it
to the point where it was just a shell of the service it had
once been.
Dear Forum friends and family,
We regret to inform you that the Forums will be removed
from the CompuServe service eﬀective December 15,
2017. For more than two decades, the CompuServe
Forums paved the way for online discussions on a wide
variety of topics and we appreciate all of the participation
and comments you have provided over the years.
All of your email, news, weather, sports, and
entertainment information will remain available to you
after this change. We are constantly evaluating the
content and services that are available through the
service, and look forward to bringing you new content
and services in the future.
Sincerely,
The CompuServe Team

While Oath, Inc., (Verizon) the owner of CompuServe has
done its darnedest to make the service relevant again,
according to the posting, the failure of CompuServe is
complete with the service will completely shutting down as
of December 15, 2017 with the only remaining bastion of the
CompuServe days being any messages which were picked
up on Usenet (now run by Google for the most part).
While the posting mentions that Mail and News will continue
to be served, one can only speculate on how long that will
be up since the lion’s share of the email and news market
globally is owned by Google and Yahoo.
http://member.compuserve.com/forum_center/
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Apple-Cillin: Fixing an old crack

By Allen Greene

FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF FFD5AA96
AAABAEAE AFAAABAF AADEFFFF FFFFFFFF

Apple-Cillin by XPS is an early diagnostic program for the
Apple II or II Plus but was also copy protected. The only

The header starts with the normal D5 AA 96 but ends with

cracked image on Asimov was the first version by Hot Rod,

the epilog AA DE which is reversed from the standard DE

however the Disk II test portion does not appear to function.

AA. The full epilog is DE AA EB but DOS RWTS only uses the

I noticed a nibble image of Apple-Cillin II was on Asimov so

first two bytes except for formatting. I went into Copy II Plus

I decided to try and crack it myself without looking at the Hot

patch mode and reversed the epilog bytes and could read

Rod code.

every sector of tracks 0 to 12 but not beyond. It turned out
only those tracks are used. Now it was time to boot trace

The Crack
The image was too short for a .nib file to be recognized by

with my Analyst debugger and find where the DOS RWTS
was altered.

AppleWin so I padded it to the correct length with $FF's.

Tracing through boot revealed RWTS running in 16K mode at

Verifying the disk with Copy II Plus showed all the sectors

$37B5 with the jump point into Apple-Cillin at $3741:

were altered somehow. I examined the nibble data and
noticed the sector address fields were altered:

3741: JMP

$2100
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Examining the RWTS IOB at $37E8 revealed the first

The 2nd photo shows two subroutines at $ACA and $ADF

problem. The volume number was set to 001. With disk

which alter the order of $DE and $AA. The solution is to put

images other than nibble, the volume information is not

an RTS ($60) at those points to bypass the subroutines.

included so that has to be altered to 0 which allows any
volume number. $37EB:00 would get past that error. All

I thought I was done until I tried the format disk option which

these patches were eventually done with a sector editor on

stopped with a drive error. I traced into the format routine

the .nib image itself with Copy II Plus and then I used the

(shown in the 3rd photo) and found where the $AA and $DE

manual sector copy which ignores the epilog to copy tracks

were being written in reverse order so the normalized verify

0 to 12 onto a normal formatted DOS 3.3 disk.

would fail.

Now, what about those address epilog bytes? I noticed
when using Disk II tests on a standard DOS 3.3 .nib image, it
was passing the read tests which means it must be using the
standard address epilog DE AA so it must be self-modifying
RWTS which turned out to be true!

Changing those 2 bytes to $DE and $AA fixed the format
process. This disk is fully DOS 3.3 standard formatting.
The first photo shows the RWTS at $398B with the byte
comparisons for #$AA and #$DE in reverse order so need to
change those 2 bytes back to $DE and $AA.

Where to Get the New Disk
Since I need to share this work, I have uploaded the fixed
image to this group's file share and Asimov. Fun stuﬀ !
Disk: https://www.facebook.com/groups/
5251478676/10157070760618677/
Manual: https://www.apple2scans.net/2017/01/28/applecillin-ii-xps-inc-1982/
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The Northern Spy:
SPAM, Power, and the Pot
The Spy gives Spamhaus the “spam shame of the year”
award, ahead of even spammers themselves. Ludicrous
overreaction. Fix it folks.

Snail mail is not without
its own egregious oﬀenders. The latest phony billing scam
comes from something now calling itself iDNS Canada, but
from style of envelope and contents, appears to be the same
old fly-by-night deceiver that has previously operated under
(and been fined for deception) many other names in both
Canada and the United States.

By Rick Sutcliﬀe

They fish for domain names about to expire and oﬀer to
renew them for, in this case $40 for one year for a .org

Under his hat
As a sometimes web hosting and domain name provider
(Webnamehost.com and WebNameSource.com) the Spy
must monitor the spam arriving at his server. Numerous
filters and subscriptions to spam services cut the volume of
mail by forty percent in a slack month and as much as
ninety-five precent during time when the BlackHats think
they’re on to something new.
Usually, this is a good thing. But recently, spam sent out
from another server at the data centre where his box is
located caught the attention of Spamhaus and the service

domain–more than double what the Spy’s own small-time
service sells them for at retail. And, if the scammers even do
renew the domain, once they gain administrative power over
it, who knows if the owner can ever regain control. Now, to
be sure, the latest letter at least no longer masquerades as
an invoice from one’s own domain service (Court orders), but
the tone at least implies that renewal needs to be with them.
Always shred such letters lest they fall into the hands of the
unwary. The “company” (likely an apartment in a cheap
walk-up somewhere) is at best a rip oﬀ scheme and at worst
phishing for control of your sites.

decided to blacklist the entire range of IP addresses at

Underpowered Buses

NewTek (formerly Atjeu), even though a single oﬀender was

In the humble opinion of The Spy, all USB3 devices should

operating from very small subset of those addresses.

oﬀer supplementary power. He’s made the mistake of buying

Nothing the DC has done so far has been able to convince

a few that did not–very cheap, but you get what you pay for.

the Spamhaus people to lift or modify the blacklist.

Fact of the matter is that some PCI express slots, including

Spamhaus doesn’t deign to reply to complaints from a renter

those in the MacPro towers, are incapable of supplying

of addresses like the Spy.

suﬃcient power to USB3 cards, so a supplementary power
supply is a necessity. Cards tested include the Sonnet

Since thousands of addresses are aﬀected, the number of

USB3-4PM-E and the High Point Rocket U 1144D, both of

people who now cannot send mail to anyone on a box

which oﬀer four USB3 ports, but neither of which can

subscribing to Spamhaus could be in the tens to hundreds

harvest from the bus and pass suﬃcient power to keep most

of thousands–this for the oﬀences of a very few. Yes, lessons

enclosures from periodically dropping the connection. If this

need to be taught, but it would appear the Spamhaus people

happens during a backup, the disk attached will be

would prefer to do so by punishing several orders of

corrupted. The Spy is currently investigating the purchase of

magnitude more innocent bystanders than actual oﬀenders.

some enclosures with supplementary power, and will let
readers know when he can recommend something.
USB3 may be faster, but the most reliable external drive
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interface is still Firewire 800. It just works. The ideal past-,

More to the point, saying all value statements are of equal

present-, and future-proof portable drive enclosure would

import is indistinguishable from saying that none have an

have Firewire 800, USB3, and USB3.1/Thunderbolt

importance worth heeding. Likewise for disparate groups

interfaces, plus input for power, preferably 5V as that is the

each to give credibility to their own theories based on a

most common.

selection of Internet sources is at least self-serving, if not
self-deceiving. Merely finding one or two people hold to

The Global Village and The Melting Pot

some theory of “what’s wrong out there” isn’t enough to lend

are two societal paradigms with which the Spy has for

it credibility. Neither should the heavily politicized media

decades taken issue. Futurists who predicted on a

editorials that are all that pass for news these days be either

collectively presupposed socio-political foundation that the

accepted as true or dismissed as “fake”. Do some serious

Internet would render the world one big happy village, were

research, people.

wrong to assume either, wrong to make such silly forecasts
and have been proven as wrong by subsequent events as

The Spy warned decades ago that the pundits’ version of an

were the worshippers at the shrine of scientific and

incipient worldwide liberal democracy with a bland and

technological Progress in the nineteenth century for their

uniformly secular culture, universally adhering to “corrected”

own unbridled and unrealistic optimism. Two world and

beliefs devoid of cultural “racial”, political, and religious

many other wars, the depression, and assorted murderous

diﬀerence-generating ideas, was not only impossible, but

or genocidal dictatorships should have disabused such

that in a society lacking transcendent moral anchors there

fantasies. Not.

could be no foundation for respecting law, civility, or one
another. Having the Internet bring us face-to-face with

The problem with the notion of a global village where

divergent ideas, far from homogenizing us, would sharpen

everyone knows everyone else is that every village has both

our diﬀerences. Lacking a common foundation society would

cliques and bullies. The Internet has more than its share.

either yield to anarchy or to demagogues who convinced a

Scammers, spammers, phishers, identity thieves, DDOS

suﬃciently wide audiences to seize power.

attackers, site-hijackers, server hackers, purveyors of porn,
conspiracy theorists, and posters of false

Now? Never since WWII has Western society been more

“information” (oxymoron) abound. In other and older venues,

uncivil, more ungenerous, more fault-finding, less open to

many of these activities would result in heavy fines for

others’ ideas, and more divided into hostile camps, each

slander and time-outs in prison, but there is safety of sorts in

determined it has the right of everything, and everyone else

numbers, for policing something so vast as the Internet has

lives in Wrongsville. The so-called “left” and the so-called

proven all but impossible. Meanwhile, the plethora of posts

“right” (meaningless terms for groups who merely have their

claiming to be information reinforces cliques rather than

own sets of political friends and enemies) cannot even

homogenizing them. If there is a global village it is deeply

understand each others’ language suﬃciently to discourse

flawed.

on issues of importance (C.P. Snow’s Two Cultures on
fentanyl). This has now become so extreme in the United

Likewise, the Spy has always rejected the melting pot

States that this not-very-far-removed observer has begun to

version of society–all ideas and all diﬀerences would blend

doubt that nation’s union can survive.

into a featureless mush of commonality. Sorry, but the Spy
once ran a real melting pot–the one where the Linotype slugs

Judge for yourselves where we now are. No, liberal

were re-melted into lead bars after the proofs were run,

democrats, you could not have been more filled with hubris

pasted up, and printed on the rotary press. A real melting pot

than to say your philosophy had won and we were at the end

purifies the one ingredient you want, allowing the sludge to

of history. Rather we were at the brink of a new and even

rise to the top, whence it is skimmed and thrown on the slag

more dangerous time. It may be the best of times

heap. If there is a social melting pot, skimming isn’t

technologically, but it is one of the worst of times socially.

happening.

We have collectively met the enemy online and determined
he is everyone but us.
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Can technology oﬀer solutions to the
divisiveness it has exacerbated? Perhaps.
Minimally. More might vote in elections if
they could do so online. Some decisions
could be taken by referendum rather than by
representatives. Would-be politicians could
be required to take and pass courses in
civics, the operation of government, and
their fiduciary duty before being allowed to
run for oﬃce. This too could be subverted of
course, but purely representative
government is no longer either necessary or
functional, and decision making needs more
input from more people, lest we abdicate
governing to whatever is a suﬃciently
successful demagogue to make himself or
herself dictator for life or emperor.

Opinions expressed here are entirely the author's
own, and no endorsement is implied by any
community or organization to which he may be
attached. Rick Sutcliﬀe, (a. k. a. The Northern
Spy) is professor of Computing Science and
Mathematics at Canada's Trinity Western
University. He has been involved as a member of
or consultant with the boards of several
organizations, and participated in developing
industry standards at the national and
international level. He is a co-author of the
Modula-2 programming language R10 dialect.
He is a long time technology author and has
written two textbooks and nine alternate history
SF novels, one named best ePublished SF novel
for 2003. His columns have appeared in
numerous magazines and newspapers (paper
and online), and he's a regular speaker at
churches, schools, academic meetings, and
conferences. He and his wife Joyce have lived in
the Aldergrove/Bradner area of BC since 1972.

Yet another prediction from those early

The
Huibert-Aalbers
Software
Jigsaw!
A very simple game, written in
less than a week. It was never
meant to be published but my
editors at Britannica liked it
and convinced me. Jigsaw!
sold over 100,000 copies on
multiple platforms.
LaserForce
A 3D high speed action game
for the Apple II gs with sound
using the Ensoniq chip.

Northern Spy and other columns on the
Information Age was of the demise of

URLs for Rick Sutcliﬀe:

privacy. True, Big Brother has more ability to
know about citizens. But Little Sister has the

Northern Spy Home Page:
www.TheNorthernSpy.com

ability to find out what Big Brother and its

Author Site: www.arjay.ca

written to date. SoundSmith

Arjay Blog: www.arjay.bc.ca/blog

became an instant hit. People

political, sports, and entertainment idols are
up to. Past prevarication, unwise
proclamations, financial and sexual
improprieties all come out eventually, for
nothing can be hidden or hushed up any
more. This alone may well be worth the
erosion of privacy for the ordinary
Josephine–at least we now can learn what
the movers and shakers have been up to,
and occasionally retain or muster suﬃcient
collective moral integrity of our own (from
where?) to bring them to heel–though the
degree of opprobrium from some quarters
often seems more proportionate to the
political distance from the perp than to the
oﬀense itself.

Publisher's Site:
www.writers-exchange.comRichardSutcliﬀe.html
The Fourth Civilization--Ethics, Society, and
Technology (4th 2003 ed.) : www.arjay.bc.ca/
EthTech/Textindex.html
URLs for resources mentioned:
High Point RocketU 144D
www.highpoint-tech.com/USA_new/seriesru1144d-overview.htm
Sonnet Allegro 3.0 4-port
www.sonnettech.com/product/
allegrousb3pcie4port.html

SoundSmith
This is probably the most
rewarding program I have

had purchased their Apple
IIGS to enjoy their Ensoniq
chip and there wasn't a
decent music application.
SoundSmith filled that gap.
AZERTY
A simple NDA that allowed
French IIGS users to fully use
their keyboard when working
with GS/OS applications.
Jigsaw Deluxe
An improved version of my
best selling game, Jigsaw!

Still, the Spy thinks that the benefit of

This application was lost for

knowing all about would-be people of power

almost 30 years and is now

and influence trumps any disadvantage of

finally available for download.

them knowing all about him.
Food for thought, eh?

Get These Titles at:
http://www.huibert-

--The Northern Spy

aalbers.com/AppleIIgs/
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RetroConnector
Accessories and Cables for Your Apple II Computer

www.tindie.com/stores/option8

Call-A.P.P.L.E. Compendiums
The complete Call-A.P.P.L.E. magazine in its original glory – but better!

All issues from 1978 and 1979
Call-A.P.P.L.E. magazine are available from
A.P.P.L.E. in both paperback and hardback.
Get your copy today through the
A.P.P.L.E. Book Store at:
www.callapple.org/books
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The best way to preserve
Macintosh software from floppy

By Stephen Cole
vintageapplemac.com
I've been mulling lately on how to best preserve Mac
software that's tucked away on floppy disks, and I've got
some thoughts to share.
Firstly, and most importantly, *now* is the time for all
Macintosh enthusiasts to back-up their floppy collections to
hard disk. Seriously, finish this article and then go and back
up everything you have! In fact, now is probably at least
several years past that crucial point, with many Macintosh
floppy disks now being between two and three decades old,
far beyond the expected lifespan of this mass-produced
media. But it is what it is, and if we're lucky then most of our
floppies are still readable. Certainly, I've just backed up a
couple of hundred disks and maybe less than 5% were
totally dead. Still, don't rest too easy until you've backed
everything up!

Anyway, it was that large task of backing up floppies I've
acquired that set me to thinking, "What's the best way to
preserve this software?" Now, "preserve" can mean many
things to many people. My interest is in putting Macintosh
software into the hands of Macintosh users, so I'm coming
at the debate from that angle. I want to see Macintosh
software preserved in a way so as it is instantly accessible to
other Macintosh users on their vintage Mac systems, with no
further decoding or interaction required. The only way of
doing that, in my opinion, is by using a workflow that is
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100% achieved within the vintage Macintosh environment

by MacPlay at archive.org (https://archive.org/details/

with vintage Macintosh tools.

MonopolyMacPlay)

So, here's where I've come to; using vintage Mac hardware
to read the Mac floppies[1], I duplicate the content of each
floppy (or series of floppies, if it's a game or app spread over
several disks) to a new folder, then using Disk Copy 6.3.3
(EDIT: see Battle of the Disk Copy versions for an update to
this point) I create a disk image of each floppy, which I then
copy to the previously mentioned folder, and then I
compress said folder using Stuﬃt Deluxe 4 into a selfextracting archive, et voila!, we have a package of preserved
Macintosh software, ready for extraction in the classic Mac
OS and immediate use, with images of the floppies if it's
desired to write back to physical media. And, not least of all,
by using Stuﬃt to compress into an archive, it's easily
shareable through the web, FTP, email, or sneakernet if so
inclined.
Here's an example of a folder I just made for Monopoly by
MacPlay, which came on three floppies, all of which allowed
me to duplicate their contents and then make the disk
images:

So, that's my thinking on preservation of Macintosh floppybased software. I'm going to encourage as many people as
possible to take up this call-to-arms and get their floppies
backed-up *pronto*! The more software we can save and
make available, the better. If you've got a stack of Macintosh
floppies sitting on your shelf or in a drawer, you know what
to do!
[1] Regarding using actual Mac hardware, there's actually a
*huge* caveat to be aware of. Over the years, Apple created
and used several floppy disk standards; 400K, 800K, and
1.4MB, and various file-systems. There's a good overview of
that whole mess here at LowEndMac. The annoying
outcome of that is that not all Apple floppy drives can read
all Apple floppy disks. If you've got a Mac Plus or 512K, it
won't be able to read 1.4MB disks. If you've got an iMac
with a USB floppy drive, it won't be able to read 400K or
800K. The sweet spot is the middle period of Apple's

Is that archival standard preservation? Probably not, no. But
it's a practical method to ensure that this software can be
enjoyed again by my fellow enthusiast with almost no eﬀort
whatsoever, and that's what floats my boat!
Here's the link for the Stuﬀed archive of the Monopoly
folder: http://www.vintageapplemac.com/files/misc/
Monopoly.sit

evolution; the early to mid 1990s. Almost all Apple Macs
produced between 1990 and 1997 come with SuperDrive
installed (the floppy SuperDrive, not the CD/DVD SuperDrive
from the turn of the Millennium!) and these drives will handle
all three formats. I'm using a Mac LCIII+ for my floppy backup work, and it does the trick just right!

Battle of the Disk Copy versions
So, my previous statements raised a few heckles here and

And for those of you not blessed to have a vintage Mac to

there when I posted them on my website, but I did learn

play it in right now, go ahead and check out this emulated

something interesting regarding Disk Copy.

version of it I just created at the Internet Archive: Monopoly
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In short, I had included in my floppy preservation

Using Disk Copy 4.2 to make images from floppy disks

methodology the use of Disk Copy 6.3.3 to make images of

appears to be the answer, as this retains all of that metadata

Macintosh floppies. Turns out that that might not be the best

intact and all images written back to floppy will be identical

idea as 6.3.3 makes images in such a way that some data

to the original floppy – which is a good thing!

from the floppy is not retained, which *might* cause
problems for certain titles to be written back to a floppy at a

I'm open-minded when it comes to my Macintosh hobby

later date. It's a relatively opaque situation, to be honest,

and don't ever profess to be the last word on any of this

with a lot of divergent and contradictory information

stuﬀ; I'll always defer to wisdom. Consider my methodology

scattered across the web. But, as best as I can determine,

updated, with DiskCopy 4.2 used to create images that are

this particular issue will only eﬀect floppies that require this

intended to be fit for writing back to floppy disk.

metadata to be intact to actually allow the software to run
and, fortunately, that seems to be a relatively rare thing for

Final thought: a bunch of people reacted to my article with

Macintosh software other than the very earliest stuﬀ.

loud cries of "What about Kryoflux?", and I hear them, I do,
but as I detailed in the article, I'm *not* trying to develop

That said, I don't discount that this is a major flaw when

gold-standard archival-grade software preservation

pontificating upon what the "best way" to preserve

techniques; I'm trying to get Macintosh software into the

Macintosh software might be, and am happy to update the

hands of other Macintosh enthusiasts to use on their

record accordingly and include that caveat.

beloved vintage Macintosh systems. The Kryoflux is a
magical and wonderful thing but defaulting to insisting that
all floppy preservation is done using specialist and
expensive hardware/software is wrong-headed, in my
opinion, and gets in the way of stuﬀ actually getting
preserved. If someone has an old Mac on their desk and a
stack of floppies, then I 100% advocate that person making
whatever digital back-ups of it they can, using the tools at
their disposal. That's how we're going to see lots of stuﬀ
saved.

WRITERS and PROGRAMMERS!
We're Looking for People Like You
If you are an experienced programmer or author for
Apple, Macintosh, or iOS, please consider
submitting your work to Call-A.P.P.L.E.. for possible
publication in Call-A.P.P.L.E. magazine.
Read more and submit at:

www.callapple.org/contact
www.forth.org
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Freshly Squeezed Reviews:
iOutta Control
by Frank Petrie

OK, things seem to be somewhat settled. I renewed the
account with my carrier and purchased the 8+. But what

There I was happily sauntering along life’s path with an

occurred next threw me under the bus.

iPhone 6S, an old yet reliable iPad mini 2 and a 2012
MacBook Air. As my situation had changed, so had my

ALL OF MY FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES PURCHASED

workflow. Ergo, I didn’t require the same tools as I once did. I

iPHONE Xs!

felt comfortable and secure.
The worst part wasn’t being able to create Animoji Karaoke.
But then Apple threw a curve. They started juicing up the

No. The worst bit was listening to everyone gush over there

specs on their products (particularly the mobile devices) by

new phones! Hey, I wanna slobber, too! But it wasn't in the

leaps and bounds. As I write software reviews, my equipment

cards.

was soon to become antiquated and I wouldn’t be able to
take full advantage of what the OSs had to oﬀer. More

Now, everyday I'm tormented. When I go on Tweetbot, all my

distressing, how would I be able to fully test new software

friends go on about their Xs. And as if to place a little lemon

from developers exploiting all the opportunities that these

juice into the fresh cut, they complain about the very Animoji

new OSs aﬀorded?

Karaokes that they retweet! Aaaaaargh!

The obvious answer was to update my kit. But money was

So, tonight I finished my latest review and repaired to my

tight, so I had to set priorities.

local to find solace in a pint of porter. But as luck would have
it, who is seated next to me but a couple - a couple who

First, I purchased a 2015 refurbished 21” 4K iMac. That

each had just purchased the new iPhone X!

should keep me in good shape on the desktop front for
several years.

It’s driving me around the bend. I’m feeling as isolated as
Kevin McCarthy’s character in "Invasion of the Body

But what of my mobile devices. I barely had enough stashed

Snatchers." I’m frustrated. I’m simultaneously overcome with

away to aﬀord my Holy Grail - an 10.5” iPad Pro. And the

envy. Yet I own an iPhone 8+ that cost me more money that

holidays were creeping ever closer, as well.

tens of millions of people will even make in a year of work on
this paltry orb and I’m whining. Gives me pause.

But as the best laid plans oft go awry, so did mine. The
finances went south. Now how am I to test all the new bells

So, back to my initial ramble - what’s really important

and whistles that iOS 11 brings to the iPad? And to add salt

technologically? I’m torn. The 8+ is truly a powerful computer

to the wound, a friend and I would joke as to who would buy

that fits in my pocket. It’s more powerful than my first

a 10.5” first. OK, the iPad Pro would have to take a back

desktop, an SE/30. Yet, I feel I’m falling further behind with

seat.

each passing second.

That leaves the iPhone. I loved my trusty 6S but we were now

Perhaps it’s time to stop worrying about being on the

shifting to 64 bit technology. (Yes, yes, I know that the iPad is

bleeding edge. Then again, I could sell some organs on eBay.

64 bit, as well. But I use my iPhone literally every 15 or so
minutes.) I would have to settle for a new iPhone. But which

©2017 Frank Petrie

model? Finances dictated that the iPhone 8+ would be my
ceiling.
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Eamon 8.0:
The Lost Treasure

Frank Kunze / Black developed one
of the greatest updates to the Eamon
system there has been. Yet it has
been mostly lost to the shadows
What is new in 8.0
The general basis for 8.0 is that is has all of the features of
7.x but runs more like 6.x. The system includes a host of
utilities to convert older versions of Eamon adventures and
even some to convert the databases to Frank’s Eamon
Deluxe system which runs on the IBM systems.
As to why there has never been an oﬃcial release of 8.0, it
has mostly to do with the reality of the Apple II community of
the 1990s than with anything else. According to Matthew
Clark’s writeup on 8.0, “He also included his UNIVERSAL
dungeon editor and dungeon list programs, VERY useful
tools that were taken from his Eamon 8 DDD disk. Eamon

By Bill Martens

8.0 never made it because it was finished when interest in

During the past 15 years, I have seen many of the Eamon

the Eamon Adventurer's Guild felt that version 7 was hard

oriented websites come and go. One that has long been a
mainstay has been Matthew Clark’s EamonAG.org website
which we sponsored from the second year of the website.

Eamon and the Apple II was nearly dead. Tom Zuchowski of
enough to get people to switch over to; and nobody was
writing Eamons anymore anyway.”

Modern Eﬀorts

Along with Matthew’s many updates was also a ton of
materials from former author Frank Kunze / Black who not
only wrote a host of the adventures but also worked on a
new version of Eamon for many years both on the Apple II
computer as well as the IBM.
For the Apple II, the Eamon 8.0 Dungeon Designers Disk and
Main Hall disk have remained in the shadows, only having
brief mention here and again by those in the Apple II
community. The Eamon 8.0 stayed very true to the original
versions 6 and 7 of the the Eamon system, adding features
which allowed the older versions of games to not only be
upgraded to 8.0 but also to play much like they were
originally intended by their respective authors.
While 8.1 and 8.2 are known to exist, at the moment they are
only available on Frank’s hard drives at last mention. Thus
we focus on the only available version which is 8.0 and is
available on a hard disk image.

The statement issued by Tom Zuchowski remained mostly
true until about 2005 when Eamon Deluxe 5.0 was released.
Also, in 2014, Margaret Anderson wrote an Eamon Mapper
for her winning Hackfest entry (also never oﬃcially released).
Huw Williams also created his Eamon Wiki website which
attempted to go even further than previous eﬀorts at
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documenting Eamon have gone, however, recently, it seems

•

to have reverted to a basic Wiki type page:
https://eamon.wiki
AKeySoft also tried to implement the Eamon adventures as
part of their iOS version of iBasic. While the app provides a
host of methods to write BASIC programs, the older version
of the app had very little in the way of true support for
games like Eamon.

Tools and Descriptions in 8.0
Included in version 8.0 is a host of utilities including Frank’s
UNIVERSAL dungeon editor and dungeon list programs.
There are also a number of other useful utilities including:

• Mike Penner’s Eamon CS
https://github.com/firstmethod/Eamon-CS

• A search routine

Both of these site include the source code for the projects

• Better input routines

and also have converted a number of the original Eamons for

• Sound routines

the purpose of showing oﬀ their new capabilities.

• A Eamon mapping program

For more information check out The Eamon Museum at:

• A lowercase converter

http://www.eamonag.org/museum.htm

Further inspection of version 8.0 also finds you in ProDOS
with all of the features and capabilities which come with it. A
host of previously converted programs and the new DDSD
8.0 dungeon designer allows you to easily start creating your
own Eamons in short order.
If you would like to try the Eamon 8.0 HDD image without
downloading it, it is available on the Virtual Apple II website
at: http://www.virtualapple.org/eamonfkdisk.html

Coming Soon!!!
Blankenship BASIC

Other Modern Eﬀorts
Two other more modern Eamon eﬀorts deserve mention
along side of Version 8.0. They include:
• Keith Deschant’s Web-based Eamon
https://eamon.terranok.com/

Get the latest version exclusively
through A.P.P.L.E.
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The gang downunder have their
rendition of KansasFest’s Hackfest in
a realtime weekend event.

WOzFest 2017
S7,D2 Recap

By Sean McNamara

I host WOzFest in a storage room in the block of units my
wife and I live in on Sydney’s Lower North Shore – this

On a clear spring day in Sydney, Australia the eighth

450ft2 (42m2) space, with electricity and Ethernet

gathering of Australian Apple ][ enthusiasts known as

connectivity to our cable modem, accommodates up to 20

WOzFest was recently held.

attendees at a stretch (it’s quite a stretch, mind). It’s a singleday gathering, going from midday to late evening.

Although not named for the architect of the Apple ][, it
certainly celebrates the pioneering spirit of the machine and

I’m proud of what WOzFest has become – it’s a real grass-

its designer.

roots eﬀort (I’m not really anyone in the Apple ][ community),
but I’m blown away by the enthusiasm of attendees and the

WOzFest is a relatively new gathering on the Apple ][ scene –

generosity of enthusiasts and luminaries around the world

the first was held in April 2015, shortly after Oz KFest 2015

who give their time to Skype in (often at inconvenient times

<https://www.ozkfest.net>. It began as a gathering to allow

for them).

Oz KFest non-attendees to see the items Tony Diaz had
brought with him to Australia and hear some of his stories

I usually organize a few such Skype calls from people doing

around those items and the Apple ][’s history.

interesting things related to the theme for the day, we order
in pizza at dinner time, we work on our own or other people’s
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projects, we show oﬀ interesting items in our collection, or

We not only got to see things like Tony’s Mark Twain

we just play a round of Choplifter or two.

prototype IIgs, but other prototype boards and items in his
collection, including the (literally) first ADB keyboard (a

We even get the odd product release (or re-release), or

development unit) with an Apple ][ interface card used during

previews of interesting products being developed or tested.

the development cycle.

This eighth WOzFest was both unusual and a return to its

Another attendee brought a working Hitachi Peach

roots. The prior one was in July to coincide with KansasFest

computer, which I found fascinating, not least because it had

(we try and do an annual video hookup to that gathering) and

three “?” keys! I find such unusual retro computers

I wasn’t intending on holding another till later this year.

interesting as they represent a diﬀerent slant in what was an
exceedingly vibrant market of competing designs and

But Tony Diaz again attended Oz KFest (this year held in

standards at the time.

sunny Queensland), and would again be in Sydney before
heading back to the States.

Attendees also got to check out A2Heaven’s FastCHIP //e,
which drew a lot of attention, just as it had at Oz KFest.

I try and be clever with the numbering/naming of WOzFests:
#7 was named “WOzFest Slot 7: Your Card” and I already

There is an open invitation for enthusiasts around the world

had an “8-themed” name for the more organized one I’m

to attend WOzFest – give me enough notice and I might be

hoping to hold later this year, so I settled on “WOzFest

able to schedule one for when you’re visiting Sydney! Rough

S7,D2” for this post-Oz KFest one to indicate its

scheduling is March/April, July (to coincide with the Friday

intermediate status.

night of KansasFest) and October/November, with the
occasional extra one thrown in here and there.

Because of prior commitments, some people who wanted to
see Tony and his items couldn’t make one or the other of the

Announcements, recaps and photos and links to attendees’

Saturdays he was in town, so we held two gatherings.

photo galleries can be found at:
https://the.europlus.zone/tag/WOzFest

The first was hosted by Adrian (and was therefore not a
WOzFest), a local enthusiast with one of the larger Applerelated collections in Australia (and perhaps the Southern
Hemisphere). Adrian brought out some rare and prototype
items he had, allowing us to test and use them. These
included prototypes of the Pippin and the IIsi, a “stealth” IIgs
(the oﬃcially-sold IIgs upgrade for the IIe), a working
NeXTStation, and many other interesting items.
I’m hoping that gathering is the first of many hosted by other
enthusiasts in Sydney – you can never have too many
Apple ][ gatherings, I reckon!
WOzFest S7,D2, although it would not feature any Skype
calls, otherwise followed the basic plan – enthusiasts started
arriving around midday, we had the obligatory pizza, and the
final attendees left around 1:00AM (after I’d actually gone to
bed!). We also continued the tradition of at least one
interstate attendee, something which has happened at every

Turtlesoft
DOS & new ProDOS
version
free for Members:
www.callapple.org
Manual for Everyone
Just $11.25
www.callapple.org/
books

WOzFest so far.
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New from
A.P.P.L.E.
and
Robert
Clardy

Get your copy today!
Available in
paperback and hardback.
www.callapple.org/books
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Apple II Disk and File Utilities
The information in this page relates to Apple II utility programs which are used
to convert Apple II floppies to disk images and to manipulate them.

ADTPro 2.0.2

virtual as well as physical. Compact Flash media can also be
wriBen and updated with the Ciderpress package.
Some of the Key features of Ciderpress 4.0.3 include:
•Full support for ShrinkIt archives.
•Full support for all common disk image formats and Apple II
ﬁlesystems.
•Direct access to hard drives, removable media, and CF cards.
•Converters for text and graphics ﬁles.
•Disk image crea:on and conversion u:li:es.
•Some handy disk manipula:on tools.
This version of the soOware is intended to run on Windows XP and
later OSes.

ADTPro, which allows users to image Apple II and Apple III disks,

The previous version of Ciderpress, version 3.0.1, which runs on

u:lizing either a serial connec:on or an ethernet connec:on. The

Windows 98, ME and 2K, has been leO on the server as the current

program also allows boot strapping of a machine via those same

oﬃcial release version of the soOware will not work on these older

methodologies.

opera:ng systems.

You can download the ADTPro program from:

To download Ciderpress, go to the CiderPress website at:

hBp://adtpro.sourceforge.net

hBp://a2ciderpress.com

Ciderpress 4.0.3

AppleCommander 1.3.5.14

AppleCommander has been updated to version 1.3.5.14. The
latest release of the program is available from the author, Dr. John
B. MaBhews, on his personal website.
Ciderpress 4.0.3 is an Apple II disk image manipula:on package
which allows users to copy images and ﬁles between disks, both
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AppleCommander is a disk image ﬁle manipula:on package which

•Copy single ﬁles and batches of ﬁles

allows conversion of ﬁles between formats as well as the export of

•Delete single ﬁles and batches of ﬁles

ﬁles. AppleCommander is available as a JAR ﬁle and runs on most
major pla_orms that run Java.
Visit Dr. MaBhews webpage at:
hBps://sites.google.com/site/drjohnbmaBhews/applecommander

Apple Game Server 3.1

•Rename ﬁles
•Create, delete and navigate directories
•Write Disk Images to Physical Disks
•Write Physical Disks to Disk Images
•Copy Physical Disk to Physical Disk
You can download A2Command for free from:
hBps://a2command.codeplex.com
Alt: hBps://github.com/A2Command

Apple II Browser 1.0.24

Apple Game Server allows users to boot their Apple // computers
without ﬂoppy disks. The only requirement for this is a func:onal
serial connec:on to a computer running the Apple Game Server
soOware.
For more informa:on, check out the Apple Game Server ﬁle

Denis Molony, the author of Apple II Disk Browser has come up

repository at: hBps://sourceforge.net/projects/a2gameserver

with a niOy tool for Apple II users who want to get to the guts of
their ﬂoppy disk images in a hurry. Apple II Disk Browser is a tool
which allows you to ﬂip through several of your disk images at a

A2Command 1.1

:me and see the actual contents of those images right down to the
sector level.
It also include a very nice disassembler within the package which
makes viewing assembly language ﬁles all the more enjoyable and
educa:onal. You can download the latest version of the program
from the Apple II Disk Browser Releases page at:
hBps://github.com/dmolony/diskbrowser/releases

A2Command is a ﬁle manager which runs on any Apple IIe or
newer Apple II series machine as well as a number of Apple //e
clones. The program allows you to manage ﬁles on the disk in the
same manner as Norton Commander and includes the following

The source code for Apple II Disk Browser has also been made
available with the latest version being available along side the
current JAR release.

features:
•Dual Panel Opera:on
•Text File Viewing
47
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Article Submission Guidelines
Do you have content which you would like to share with the A.P.P.L.E. community?

Call-A.P.P.L.E. is always looking for new and interesting articles. If you
are a writer or tech who would like to submit an idea or article for
possible use, please email your proposal to: editor@callapple.org.
Articles should be related to Apple or Linux/Unix operating systems and
be either technical or editorial, and either modern or retro. All programs
submitted must be original works of the person submitting the program
and must be free of distribution restrictions.
By submitting materials to us, you agree to give A.P.P.L.E. the right to
publish and reuse your submission in any form in any media, and to use
your name with the submission. We exclusively reserve the right to edit,
change, or not use anything submitted to us.

Join A.P.P.L.E. Today!
Access every legacy PDF issue of
Call-A.P.P.L.E. magazine!
With your membership, the new, current issues
of the magazine are included along with
access to many back issues, articles, books,
software and discounts for products.

Only $27.95 Per Year!
www.callapple.org/members
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Primary Sites:

Additional Sites:

Apple Pugetsound Program Library

Take-1 Movie Site

Exchange (A.P.P.L.E.)

http://take1.applearchives.com

http://www.callapple.org
Willamette Apple Connection
A.P.P.L.E. – New Books

http://wac.callapple.org

http://www.callapple.org/books
Digisoft Innovations
Structris

http://digisoft.callapple.org

http://www.structris.com
Australian Apple Review
Apple Archives

http://aar.applearchives.com

http://www.applearchives.com
Computist Project
Virtual Apple ][

http://computist.applearchives.com

http://www.virtualapple.org
A2-FS1 Flight Simulator Site
Gamezyte

http://fs1.applearchives.com

http://www.gamezyte.com
A2-FS2 Flight Simulator Site
Applied Engineering

http://fs2.applearchives.com

http://ae.applearchives.com
A2-PB1 Night Mission Pinball Site
Beagle Bros Repository

http://pb1.applearchives.com

http://beagle.applearchives.com
Ancestorworks Repository
Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium

http://anw.applearchives.com

http://www.mecc.co
The Apple /// Resource
WOZ Speaks

http://apple3.applearchives.com

http://wozspeaks.callapple.org
Apple II Hackers
GBBS Pro – The Oﬃcial Archive

http://hackers.applearchives.com

http://gbbs.applearchives.com
Terry Allen’s Apple II Page
http://apple2.callapple.org
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